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ST GREGORY’S ARGUMENT CONCERNING THE LACK OF 
ƇƌƄƕƖƊƏƄ IN THE DIVINE ACTIVITIES FROM AD ABLABIUM
Vladimir Cvetkovic 
+is paper intends to shed new light on Gregory’s usage of the dialectal 
pair ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ—ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ, speci-cally in the Trinitarian context of 
Ad Ablabium. +e bold expression in the title of this paper referring 
to Gregory’s argument concerning the lack of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in the divine 
activities from Ad Ablabium requires an explanation. My intention is 
not to add a new argument to the list of the already existing argumen-
tation, but to demonstrate that Gregory’s arguments were developed 
in the debate with Anomeans over the question whether temporal 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ exists in divine being or not. By rejecting Anomean claims, 
Gregory develops a completely new Trinitarian doctrine, based on 
the “adiastemic” nature of God and on the “hypostatic” distinctions 
between the divine persons. 
1. Historical development of the term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ
+e term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ had had its historical development before Gregory 
made of it one of the essential notions of his theology. Gregory might 
have received the term from a few di*erent sources. One might have 
been Origen and Methodius of Olympus, who borrowed this term 
from Philo and the Stoics. Balthasar is the -rst who in his pioneer-
ing work on Gregory from 1942 (Présence et pensée) suggests that the 
Stoics are the possible source of Gregory’s ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ.1 Stoics were 
among the -rst philosophers who used the term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in order 
to de-ne extension in time or time in general,2 unsatis-ed with both 
1 Hans U. von Balthasar: Presence and !ought: An Essay on the Religious Philosophy 
of Gregory of Nyssa, translated by Marc Sebanc (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1995), 
32, note 46.
2 Simplicius, In Aristotelis Categorias commentarium (CAG 8, 350,15f. Kalb/eisch). 
Simplicius also testi-es that the -rst who used the term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ to de-ne move-
ment is the Pythagorean Archytas (see Simplicius, In Aristotelis Physicorum libros octo 
commentari [CAG 9/1, 786,12f. Diels]), although Sambursky -nds that Simplicius’ 
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Plato’s de-nition of time as the moving image of eternity3 and Aristotle’s 
de-nition as number of motion in respect of “before” and “a,er”.4 
Chrysippus maintained that, due to the constant change in the sen-
sible world, Plato’s conception of time could not o*er a -xed point 
in time to serve as a reference for events.5 In order to express better 
the nature of time as continuum, Zeno replaced Aristotle’s “number” 
(ǰƲƫƪvɝƳ) with “extension” or “interval” (ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ) de-ning time 
as the extension of movement.6 Chrysippus went further than Zeno 
de-ning time as the extension of proper movement of cosmos and 
stating that everything that moves and exists is in time.7 By linking 
closely time and cosmos, Chrysippus connected the “cosmic” cycles 
with temporal cycles and thus treated the beginning and end of each 
“cosmic” cycle as -xed point in time.8
Balthasar also states that Philo could also be a source of Gregory’s 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ. Philo by following Stoics, especially Chrysippus,9 de-nes 
time as the ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ of movement of ƬƽƴvưƳ.10 Plato’s teaching 
about the generation of ƬƽƴvưƳ and the Stoic de-nition of time as 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ between two world -res of cosmic cycles served for Philo as 
philosophical vindication of Moses’ account of creation of the world 
from Genesis. 
quotation is from spurious sources. See Samuel Sambursky: Physics of the Stoics (New 
York: Macmillan, 1959), 101.
 3 Plato, Timaeus 37d5–7 (SCBO, Platonis opera 4, 37d Burnet): [. . .] ƧȜƬɠ Ʀ’ ȀƱƧƮƽƧƫ 
ƬƫƮƩƵƽƮ ƵƫƮƣ ƣȜːƮưƳ Ʊưƫʦƴƣƫ [. . .] Ƶư˃ƵưƮ ȯƮ Ʀɘ ƸƲƽƮưƮ ɄƮưvƞƬƣvƧƮ.
 4 Aristotle, Physica IV 11, 219b1f. (SCBO, 219 Ross): Ɩư˃Ƶư ƥƞƲ ȀƴƵƫƮ ȭ ƸƲƽƮưƳ, 
ǰƲƫƪvɜƳ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƺƳ ƬƣƵɔ Ƶɜ ƱƲƽƵƧƲưƮ Ƭƣɚ ȽƴƵƧƲưƮ.
 5 John M. Rist: Stoic Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 276.
 6 Simplicius, In Aristotelis Categorias commentarium (CAG 8, 350,15f. Kalb/eisch): 
ƖːƮ Ʀɖ ƕƵƺƫƬːƮ ƉƠƮƺƮ vɖƮ ƱƞƴƩƳ ǱƱƭːƳ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƺƳ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ ƵɜƮ ƸƲƽƮưƮ ƧȢƱƧƮ.
 7 Joannes Stobaeus, Anthologium I 8,42 (Ioannis Stobaei Anthologium 1, 106,5–
106,9 Hense/Wachsmuth): ȳ Ʀɖ ƙƲƾƴƫƱƱưƳ ƸƲƽƮưƮ ƧȢƮƣƫ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƺƳ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ, Ƭƣƪ’ 
ȯ ƱưƵɖ ƭƟƥƧƵƣƫ vƟƵƲưƮ ƵƞƸưƶƳ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ ƤƲƣƦƾƵƩƵưƳ· Ȏ Ƶɜ ƱƣƲƣƬưƭưƶƪư˃Ʈ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ Ƶʧ 
Ƶư˃ Ƭƽƴvưƶ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƫ, Ƭƣɚ ƬƣƵɔ vɖƮ ƵɜƮ ƸƲƽƮưƮ ƬƫƮƧʴƴƪƣơ ƵƧ ȅƬƣƴƵƣ Ƭƣɚ ƧȢƮƣƫ· See also 
Stobaeus, Eclogae I (SVF II, fragm. 509, 164,15–18 von Arnim).
 8 Rist: Stoic Philosophy (see note 5), 276f.
 9 Emile Bréhier: “La +éorie des Incorporels dans l’ancien Stoïcisme,” Archiv für 
Geschichte der Philosophie 22 (1909), (114–125) 119.
10 Philo, De opi"cio mundi 26,4 (Philonis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt 1, 8,8 
Cohn): ȆƱƧɚ ƥɔƲ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ ƵʦƳ Ƶư˃ Ƭƽƴvưƶ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƿƳ ȀƴƵƫƮ ȭ ƸƲƽƮưƳ. Philo, De aeter-
nitate mundi 6,4 (Philonis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt 6, 73,14–74,1 Cohn/
Reiter); 52,5–7 (Philonis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt 6, 89,5–7 Cohn/Reiter): 
ɑƴƵ’ ƧȸƪƶƤƽƭƺƳ ǰƱưƦƧƦƽƴƪƣƫ ƱƲɜƳ ƵːƮ ƧȜƺƪƽƵƺƮ Ƶɔ ƱƲƞƥvƣƵƣ ȭƲơƨƧƴƪƣƫ ƸƲƽƮưƮ 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ ƵʦƳ Ƶư˃ Ƭƽƴvưƶ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƺƳ.
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Otis went a step further claiming that Gregory’s usage of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ 
resembled that of Methodius of Olympus who adopted this term from 
Stoic and Philonic sources and adapted it to the Christian perspective 
on time.11 In his early work the Symposium, in his interpretation of the 
biblical parable on wise and foolish virgins (Mt 25:1–13), Methodius 
is using the term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ to refer to the period before Christ’s -nal 
coming.12 In his later work De resurrectione, Methodius elaborates the 
notion further, comparing the whale (from the parable of John 1:4–17) 
with the “time, which never stands still, but is always going on, and 
consumes the things which are made by longer and shorter intervals”.13 
For Methodius everything exists in time and it is determined by certain 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ. By describing time as a container of all existence Methodius 
in/uenced Gregory to coin the term ƸƿƲƩvƣ ƦƧƬƵƫƬƽƮ.14
In his recent work on Origen, the Greek scholar Tzamalikos consid-
ers that Origen also le, his mark on Gregory in relation to the concept 
of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ and ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ.15 Tzamalikos claims that the distinction 
between ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ, which is creaturely characteristic because “the 
bodies are created in intervals”16 and ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ (dimensionless),17 
which is divine characteristic because God is beyond alteration, change 
and time, established by Origen is followed by Gregory. +us is obvi-
ous according to Tzamalikos in Gregory’s di*erentiation between 
ƵʦƳ ƴƺvƣƵƫƬʦƳ Ƭƣɚ ƦƫƣƴƵƩvƣƵƫƬʦƳ (ȀƴƵƫ) ƷƾƴƧƺƳ and ƮưƧƲƞ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ 
11 Brooks Otis: “Gregory of Nyssa and the Cappadocian Conception of Time,” Studia 
Patristica 14 (1976), (336–357), 332–336.
12 Methodius, Symposium 6,4 (GCS 27, 68,20f. Bonwetsch): ȳ ƥƞƲ Ƶưƫ ƸƲưƮƫƴvƽƳ 
ȀƴƵƫ Ƶɜ ƱƲɜ ƵʦƳ ƱƣƲưƶƴơƣƳ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ Ƶư˃ ƙƲƫƴƵư˃. +e English translation in St Methodius, 
!e Symposium: A Treatise on Chastity, translated and annotated by Herbert Musurillo. 
Ancient Christian Writers 27 (Westminster [Maryland]: Newman, 1958), 94. 
13 Methodius, De resurrectione II 25,2 (GCS 27, 380,19–381,5 Bonwetsch): ȊưƫƬƧ 
ƥɔƲ Ƶɜ vɖƮ ƬʦƵưƳ ƮưƧʴƴƪƣƫ ȭ ƸƲƽƮưƳ, ǵƵƧ vƩƦƟƱưƵƧ ȁƴƵƿƳ, ǰƭƭɔ ƱưƲƧƶƽvƧƮưƳ ǰƧɚ Ƭƣɚ 
ƬƣƵƣƦƣƱƮːƮ Ƶɔ ƥƧƮƮƿvƧƮƣ vƣƬƲưʴƳ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ ƤƣƸƶƵƟƲưƫƳ ƦƫƣƴƵəvƣƴƫƮ. +e English trans-
lation is taken from Philip Scha*: Fathers of !ird Century: Gregory !aumaturgus, 
Dinoysius the Great, Julius Africanus, Anatolius and Minor Writer, Methodiu, Arnobius. 
+e Ante-Nicene Fathers 6 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1989), 378.
14 Eun. I 370 (GNO I, 136,10 Jaeger).
15 Panayiotis Tzamalikos: Origen Cosmology and Ontology of Time. Supplements to 
Vigiliae Christianae 77 (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 223 note 197; 261f. note 365.
16 Origen, De principiis II 3,2 (GCS 22, 114,21f. Koetschau); English translation 
from: Origen, On the "rst principles. Being Koetschau’s text of the De principiis, trans-
lation into English, together with an introduction and notes by G.W. Butterworth, 
introduction to the Torchbook ed. by Henri de Lubac (New York: Harper and Row, 
1966) 84.
17 Origen, Expositio in Proverbia 2 (PG 17, 168A).
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ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ ƷƾƴƫƳ.18 Tzamalikos19 also maintains that Gregory is indebted 
to Origen for the psychological perception of time, i.e. conception that 
time comprises past, present and future, but it seems to me that a more 
likely direct source of this idea could be Methodius.20
It is worthy to note that one of the likely sources for the cosmological 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ is Plotinus. Balthasar21 and Plass22 argue that the Neopla-
tonists in/uence Gregory in his teaching on ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ. In Enneades 
3,7,6 Plotinus extensively elaborates the de-nition of time as ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ 
of movement, together with the de-nitions of time as number and 
measure of movement. However, he disagrees that time is ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ 
of movement, because ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ is not something external to move-
ment, but it is placed in movement itself.23 Plotinus also uses the term 
ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ in describing the eternity as “the life, which belongs to 
that which exists and is in being, all together and full, completely 
without extension or interval”.24
+e term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ appears with the cosmological meaning speci-c 
for Origen and Methodius in the earliest works of Gregory, such as 
De virginitate, where Gregory states that the life in chastity transcends 
time, while the marriage and procreation introduce distance between 
us and the second coming of God by an intervening posterity.25
Finally, a highly likely source of Gregory’s ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ is represented 
by the anti-Arian polemics. +e term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ is mentioned for the 
-rst time in the Trinitarian context by Alexander of Alexandria in the 
letter to his namesake Alexander the bishop of +essalonica. Bishop 
Alexander accuses Arius of introducing time or temporal extension 
in the divine being by the phrase “it was when the Son was not”.26 
18 An. et res. 48Β (BKV I 1, 40,23f. Oehler).
19 Tzamalikos: Origen Cosmology and Ontology (see note 15), 231 note 235.
20 Methodius, De resurrectione II 25,8 (GCS 27, 382,1–6 Bonwetsch); Scha*: Fathers 
of !ird Century (see note 13), 378.
21 Von Balthasar: Presence and !ought (see note 1), 32f. note 46.
22 Paul Plass: “Transcendent Time and Eternity in Gregory of Nyssa,” Vigiliae Chris-
tianae 34 (1980), (180–192) 187.
23 Plotinus, Enneades 3,7,7f. (SCBO, Plotini opera 1, 346,1–350,69 Henry/Schwyzer).
24 Plotinus, Enneades 3,7,3 (SCBO, Plotini opera 1, 340,36–38 Henry/Schwyzer): 
Τὸ ȮƮ ȀƮ Ƶˑ ƧȢƮƣƫ ƨƺɘ ȭvư˃ Ʊʗƴƣ Ƭƣɚ ƱƭƠƲƩƳ ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ ƱƣƮƵƣƸʧ Ƶư˃Ƶư, ȯ Ʀɘ ƨƩƵư˃vƧƮ, 
ƣȜƿν.
25 Virg. (GNO VIII/1, 309,6–8 Cavarnos): ƒȸƦɖƮ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ vƧƵƣƯɞ ȁƣƶƵư˃ Ƭƣɚ ƵʦƳ 
ƱƣƲưƶƴơƣƳ Ƶư˃ ƪƧư˃ Ʀƫɔ ƵːƮ Ʀƫɔ vƟƴưƶ ƥƧƮƧːƮ ȀƲƥƣƨƽvƧƮưƳ.
26 +eodoret, Historia ecclesiastica I 3,3f. (GCS N.F. 5, 7,24–8,11 Parmentier/Hansen); 
cf. !eodoret, Jerome, Gennadius, & Ru"nus: Historical Writings, ed. by Philip Scha*. +e 
Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers, 2nd series, vol. 3 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 37. 
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In order to vindicate the divinity of the Son, the Alexandrine bishop 
rejects any kind of temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ between the Father and the 
Son, maintaining that they are coeternal. +e term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ was also 
used by Athanasius the Great, who claims that it is impossible to think 
of any spatial distance or temporal extension between the Father and 
the Son, because the Son, being born from the Father, exists in the 
same way like the Father.27
+erefore, by Gregory’s time ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ became a terminus techni-
cus of the anti-Arian and anti-Anomean debates. 
2. Gregory’s ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ
While Gregory synthesizes two distinct meanings of the term ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ, 
derived from two di*erent milieus, one cosmological and the other 
Trinitarian, his doctrine of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ can hardly be reduced to the 
existing sources. ƇƫƞƴƵƩvƣ has a twofold meaning, which determines 
the character of every created being. Firstly, ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ has its tempo-
ral component and represents the extension in time. Everything that 
exists in time is created and it has its place in the temporal order, 
because the “creation comes into existence according to a sequence of 
order, and is commensurate with the duration of the ages”.28 Gregory 
shows this by the terms ƵƞƯƫƳ and ǰƬưƭưƶƪơƣ, broadly analyzed by 
Daniélou.29 +us, every being has its place in time,30 either in rela-
tion to the beginning of time, other beings and events in time, or in 
relation to the end of time and the second coming of Christ. Accord-
ing to Gregory, we are separated from God by time or temporal 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ. Secondly, Gregory introduces physical or natural ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ 
as an ontological gulf between the creator and us. Whatever the degree 
in dei-cation we gain, ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ between God and us as well as our 
See also Epistula ad Alexandrum Constantinopolitanum = Urkunde 14 22,3 (Athana-
sius Werke 3/1, 23,14 Opitz): Ȗ ƥɔƲ ƸƲƽƮưƫƳ ȀvƱưƭƫƵƧƾƧƴƪƣƫ ƦƧʴ Ƶɜ ưȸƬ ȒƮ, Ȏ ƣȜːƮƽƳ 
ƵƫƮƫ ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣƵƫ.
27 Athanasius, De synodis Arimini in Italia et Seleuciae in Isauria 26,9,1f. (Athana-
sius Werke 2/1, 253,34–39 Opitz).
28 Eun. I 362 (GNO I, 134,8–11 Jaeger): ȕ vɖƮ ƥɔƲ ƬƵơƴƫƳ Ʊʗƴƣ, ƬƣƪɠƳ ƧȠƲƩƵƣƫ, ƬƣƵƞ 
ƵƫƮƣ ƵƞƯƧƺƳ ǰƬưƭưƶƪơƣƮ ƥƧƥƧƮƩvƟƮƩ Ƶˑ ƵːƮ ƣȜƿƮƺƮ ƦƫƣƴƵƠvƣƵƫ ƱƣƲƣvƧƵƲƧʴƵƣƫ.
29 Jean Daniélou: “Akolouthia chez saint Grégoire de Nysse,” Revue de science religieuse 
27 (1956), 219–249; Jean Daniélou: L’être et le temps chez Grégoire de Nysse (Leiden: Brill, 
1970).
30 Eun. I 369f. (GNO I, 136,1–13 Jaeger).
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deep quest and desire to become one with the divine, remain as the 
natural mark of creation. Examples of ontological ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ may be 
found in Gregory’s works such as De vita Moysis, In Ecclesiasten and 
In canticum canticorum.
In his seminal article on ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ, Verghese lists the possible 
usages that this Greek word can have in Gregory, from Trinitarian 
and christological to cosmological and ontological.31 Unfortunately, 
pointing to some apparent contradictions in Gregory’s usage of this 
term seems that Verghese does feel the subtlety of Gregory’s teaching 
of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ. +e Verghese problem how to reconcile the paragraph 
from In canticum canticorum32 where Gregory claims that at the 
beginning of creation the ǰƲƸə of created beings was co-perfected 
with the ƱƟƲƣƳ without ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ with his position that ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ is an 
inseparable characteristic of created beings, could be solved by reading 
this paragraph against the passages from De perfectione33 and De vita 
Moysis.34 Gregory’s teaching about perfection not as a state but as a 
constant e*ort to attain the attainable is a key to distinguish between 
ontological ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ and the ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ caused by the fall.
It should be also mentioned the original reading of Gregory’s 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ o*ered by Scot Douglass. Scot Douglass claims that the lack 
of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ between the persons in the Trinity causes the lack of the 
communication among them,35 because according to Gregory what is 
totally conjoined is not mediated by speech.36 Douglass has also given 
signi-cant contributions to Gregory’s teaching on divine energies that 
bridge the “diastemic” gap between God and creation.37
31 Paul Verghese: “ƇƫƞƴƵƩvƣ and ƦƫƞƴƵƣƴƫƳ in Gregory of Nyssa,” in: Gregor von 
Nyssa und die Philosophie: Zweites internationales Kolloquium über Gergor von Nyssa, 
Freckenhorst bei Münster. 18.–23. September 1972, ed. by Heinrich Dörrie, Margarete 
Altenburger and Uta Schramm (Leiden: Brill, 1976), 243–260.
32 Cant. XV 6,8 (GNO VI, 457,21–458,3 Langerbeck).
33 Perf. (GNO VIII/1, 214,4–6 Jaeger).
34 Vit. Moys. II (GNO VII/1, 115,8–119,6 Musurillo).
35 Scot Douglass: !eology of the Gap: Cappadocian Language !eory and the Trinitar-
ian Controversy. American University Studies 7/235 (New York: Peter Lang, 2005), 64.
36 Eun. II 214 (GNO I, 287,22–288,3 Jaeger).
37 Douglass: !eology of the Gap (see note 35), 9.
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3. Triune God—ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ or ƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ 
+e notion of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ as an ontological characteristic of man helps 
Gregory to coin the opposite notion ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ, which he attributes to 
God. As ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ has a twofold nature, one as temporal extension 
and the other as ontological gulf between the creator and creation, the 
term ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ can have at least two di*erent meanings, one in the 
temporal, and another in the ontological realm. +e lack of temporal 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in the divine Being implies that God cannot be in any sense 
subsumed under the category of time and any other category in which 
exists change in relation to the subsequent state. +is is evident in the 
attitude of the Cappadocians who do not allow any temporal extension 
between the Father and the generation of the Son.38 
However, the Anomean party claims that their own teaching also 
admits the lack of temporal extension in God, accusing their oppo-
nents, probably the orthodox party, that they are those who intro-
duce time in God, even calling them “temporists” (ƸƲưƮʴƵƣƫ).39 Aetius 
and his disciple Eunomius maintain that by the claim that the eternal 
Father begets the eternal Son their opponents introduce time in God. 
According to the Anomean teaching, every generation must be in time 
because it implies some temporal extension between the begetter and 
the begotten.
In 1968 Wickham listed three main Anomean arguments, which 
deal with introducing time in the divine being. Firstly, the claim of 
the orthodox party that ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ and ƥƟƮƮƩvƣ share the same essence 
means, according to the Anomeans, that divine essence is divided by 
generation.40 Moreover, the Anomeans state that the generation implies 
change and the change introduces time to the divine being.41 Secondly, 
the Anomeans accuse their opponents that, by the teaching that the 
Son is of one substance with the Father, but that he is second in order 
a,er the Father, they introduce time in the divine being, because the 
38 Eun. I 362 (GNO I, 134,8–11 Jaeger); Basil of Caesarea, Adversus Eunomium II 
13 (SC 305, 46,1–50,38 Sesboüé).
39 Epiphanius, Panarion 76,11,3 (GCS 372, 352,15 Holl/Dummer). +e English trans-
lation of Aetius’ Syntagmation in Lionel R. Wickham: “+e Syntagmation of Aetius 
the Anomoean,” !e Journal of !eological Studies 19 (1968), (540–549) 540.544. See 
also Eunomius, Apologia 10,1–17; 22,1–15 (OECT, 44.62 Vaggione).
40 Lionel R. Wickham: “+e Syntagmation of Aetius the Anomoean,” Journal of 
!eological Studies 19 (1968), (532–569) 550.
41 Epiphanius, Panarion 12,8 (GCS 372, 353,22–354,4 Holl/Dummer).
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Son can be only second in time a,er the Father.42 +e third Anomean 
argument relates to the attitude that ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ is completely equal to 
ƥƟƮƮƩvƣ (“save generation”). By this claim the orthodox party, accord-
ing to the Anomeans elevates ƥƟƮƮƩvƣ at the same level with ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ, 
which implies change and consequently time.43 Gregory’s reasoning is 
similar regarding the matter that every extension introduced between 
the Father and the generation of the Son is subsumed under the objec-
tive criterion of measurement, which can only be in time. +is leads to 
the conclusion that every ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ or extension in the created world 
necessarily implies the existence of change and consequently time.44 
On the contrary, the lack of temporal extension and the change from 
one state to another should imply the eternal existence. However, 
Gregory changes the perspective by looking at eternity as objective 
category. While time is the medium in which history happens, eternity 
is not the medium in which divine being exists. +e divine eternity is 
the attribute of God and for this reason Gregory applies the adjective 
ǰơƦƫưƳ only to God.45 +erefore, eternity is one among other divine 
attributes such as incomprehensibility, in-nity, perfection, goodness 
and it is one of the divine uncreated energies and in no way the objec-
tive container of divine life. 
If the lack of temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in God leads us to divine eter-
nity, what would involve then the lack of ontological ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ? +e 
ontological ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ as a gulf between created and uncreated nature 
ensures the constant desire from the side of created nature to -nd 
stability in uncreated nature and the consequent movement toward 
divine being. +erefore, the adjective ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ denies not only the 
existence of ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ as a temporal category, but also the lack of any 
desire, which refers to the deprivation (ƴƵƟƲƩƴƫƳ) of a certain quality 
in the divine being. +e divine being is perfect by itself and its perfec-
tion is not the consequence of participation in something perfect or the 
result of constant movement toward a goal, which gives the basis for 
perfection. +ere are more meanings of the term ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ, but we will 
focus on the context in which this term appears in Ad Ablabium.
42 Eunomius, Apologia 10,4–12 (OECT, 44 Vaggione).
43 Epiphanius, Panarion 76,12,8 (GCS 372, 353,22–354,4 Holl/Dummer).
44 Eun. I 363 (GNO I, 134,13–17 Jaeger).
45 Eun. I 371 (GNO I, 136,14–22 Jaeger).
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4. Gregory’s Ad Ablabium
+e term ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ appears only once in the work dedicated to 
Ablabius, but inspires Gregory’s argumentation more than any other 
of the divine attributes. Almost all arguments from Ad Ablabium 
echo the debate with the Anomean party. Moreover, all these argu-
ments could be seen as replies to the accusation of the Anomeans that 
the orthodox party introduces time or temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in God. 
+e scholarly consensus has been formed over the attitude that cos-
mological interest shaped the thought of both sides (Rowan Williams,46 
Maurice Wiles).47 I would like to go further and to demonstrate that 
both, the Anomeans and the Orthodox, agreed regarding the point 
that there is no temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in God. +erefore, I will analyze 
Gregory’s arguments in Ad Ablabium as the refutation of the Anomean 
accusation of the orthodox party of introducing time in God. More-
over, I attempt to demonstrate that Gregory’s arguments follow and 
reject the Anomean arguments listed by Wickham, one by one. 
+e -rst argument of the Anomeans noted by Wickham accuses the 
orthodox party of dividing the common essence by claiming that the 
ingenerate and the only begotten share a common essence, and as a 
result of this change time or temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in God appears. 
A,er warning against speaking of God in plural in order to avoid 
any resemblance to the polytheism of pagans, Gregory launches the 
-rst theological argument, which meets the Anomean accusation. He 
argues that while the idea of persons admits separation, the idea of 
nature is inseparable and the divine “nature is one, at union in itself 
and an absolutely indivisible unit”.48 For Gregory the essence is always 
one, “inseparable even though it appear(s) in plurality, continuous, com-
plete, and not divided with the individuals who participate in it”.49
46 Rowan Williams: Arius: Heresy and Tradition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 
181–214.
47 Maurice Wiles: “+e Philosophy of Christianity. Arius and Athanasius,” in: 
!e Philosophy in Christianity, ed. by Godfrey Vesey. Royal Institute of Philosophy 
supplement 25 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 41–52.
48 Abl. (GNO III/1, 41,2f. Müller): ȕ Ʀɖ ƷƾƴƫƳ vơƣ ȀƴƵơƮ, ƣȸƵɘ ƱƲɜƳ ȁƣƶƵɘƮ ȍƮƺvƟƮƩ 
Ƭƣɚ ǰƦƫƞƵvƩƵưƳ ǰƬƲƫƤːƳ vưƮƞƳ. +e English translation: “On ‘Not +ree Gods’. To 
Ablabius,” in: Gregory of Nyssa: Dogmatic Treatises, select writings and letters, ed. by 
Philip Scha*. +e Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers 5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1892), 
(331–336) 332.
49 Abl. (GNO III/1, 41,5–7 Müller): ƍǲƮ ȀƮ ƱƭƠƪƧƫ ƷƣơƮƧƵƣƫ, ǴƴƸƫƴƵưƳ Ƭƣɚ ƴƶƮƧƸɘƳ 
Ƭƣɚ ȭƭƽƬƭƩƲưƳ Ƭƣɚ ƵưʴƳ vƧƵƟƸưƶƴƫƮ ƣȸƵʦƳ ƵưʴƳ Ƭƣƪ’ ȅƬƣƴƵưƮ ưȸ ƴƶƮƦƫƣƫƲưƶvƟƮƩ.
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Claiming that the divine essence is not divided by the participation 
of the ingenerate and only begotten, Gregory rejects the possibility 
that any change is introduced in the common essence. +e common 
essence or nature of God is not “capable of increase by addition or 
of diminution by substraction”.50 +erefore, one cannot speak of any 
change and appearance of time or temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in the divine 
being. It is easy to conclude a,er Gregory’s arguing that there is no 
ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in divine essence and that God is ǰƦƫƣƴƵƞƵoƳ. 
+e second Anomean argument for introducing time to God is based 
on the claim that while the essence is common to all divine persons, 
they di*erentiate by order. For Eunomius the order, which presupposes 
superiority or inferiority, has to be in time.51 +erefore, according to 
Anomeans there must be temporal extension between the unbegotten 
and the only begotten if there is precedence. What kind of precedence 
has the orthodox party in mind if not precedence in time? Gregory is 
quite clear when he claims that there is no divisibility and separability 
in divine nature52 or essence that can imply precedence in order. While 
Gregory denies any order in common substance, he a:rms the speci-c 
order in divine operation. +us, he claims that “every operation which 
extends from the God to the Creation, [. . .] has its origin from the Father, 
and proceeds through the Son, and it is perfected in Holy Spirit”.53
It is obvious that there is a certain order in divine operation, because 
the Father is the origin of it and the -rst in order, the Son is second 
in order and the intermediary between the Father and the Holy Spirit, 
while the Holy Spirit is the third and the last in order and every opera-
tion is perfected in him. However, Gregory does not stop here, but 
aware of the possible Anomean charge proceeds further, denying that 
divine operation is a separate action according to the number of the 
persons, and describing it as “one motion and disposition of the good 
50 Abl. (GNO III/1, 41,3f. Müller): ƒȸƬ ƣȸƯƣƮưvƟƮƩ Ʀƫɔ ƱƲưƴƪƠƬƩƳ, ưȸ vƧƫưƶvƟƮƩ 
Ʀƫ’ ȹƷƣƫƲƟƴƧƺƳ. English translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree Gods’. To Ablabius” 
(see note 48), 332.
51 See Eunomius, !e Extant Works, text and translation by Richard P. Vaggione. 
Oxford Early Christian Texts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 45.
52 Abl. (GNO III/1, 46,15f. Müller). English translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree 
Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 333.
53 Abl. (GNO III/1, 47,24–48,2 Müller): Ǹƭƭɔ Ʊʗƴƣ ȀƮƟƲƥƧƫƣ ȍ ƪƧƽƪƧƮ ȀƱɚ ƵɘƮ ƬƵơƴƫƮ 
ƦƫƠƬưƶƴƣ Ƭƣɚ ƬƣƵɔ ƵɔƳ ƱưƭƶƵƲƽƱưƶƳ ȀƮƮươƣƳ ȬƮưvƣƨưvƟƮƩ ȀƬ ƱƣƵƲɜƳ ǰƷưƲvʗƵƣƫ Ƭƣɚ 
Ʀƫɔ Ƶư˃ ƶȝư˃ ƱƲƽƧƫƴƫ Ƭƣɚ ȀƮ Ƶˑ ƱƮƧƾvƣƵƫ Ƶˑ Ǳƥơˎ ƵƧƭƧƫư˃Ƶƣƫ. Translation from Scha*: 
“On ‘Not +ree Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 334.
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will”.54 All good things and all good names are the result of this motion 
of good. Gregory -nally rejects Eunomius’ stance that superiority or 
precedence is based in time, by claiming that God’s operation is “with-
out mark of time or distinction since there is no delay, existent or 
conceived, in the motion of the Divine will from the Father, through 
the Son to the Spirit”.55
Here, Gregory for the -rst and last time in Ad Ablabium uses the 
term ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ and he pairs it with the term ǴƸƲưƮưƳ, showing that 
the order in divine operation has nothing to do with temporal or 
other kind of extension. By using the term ǴƸƲưƮưƳ, Gregory rejects 
any possibility that time or temporal extension divides the process 
of operation between the Father and the Son or the Son and the 
Holy Spirit. +e process of divine operation is based on “the unity of 
actions, which prevents plural enumeration”.56 +e second adjective 
ǰƦƫƞƴƵƣƵưƳ denies not only the existence of the temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in 
divine essence and energies, but also abolishes any kind of distinction 
between the three divine persons.
+e next and the last Anomean accusation is that the Orthodox 
attempt to elevate the second to the status of the -rst and thus make 
Father and Son equal. +erefore, Aetius claims that “making generate to 
become ingenerate”57 introduces change again and consequently time.
However, this is not the only problem which Gregory faced. By 
abolishing every distinction or διάστημα in the divine being, Gregory 
-nds himself in the di:culty how to distinguish three divine persons 
one from the other. +e same problem seen from the Anomean per-
spective would be how to distinguish three equally divine persons, 
and not to disturb their divinity either on the level of ưȸƴơƣ or on 
the level of ȀƮƟƲƥƧƫƣ. Gregory o*ered a very original solution, using 
the same rationale as the Anomeans. While the Anomeans used the 
distinction between ingenerated and generated to claim the di*erence 
54 Abl. (GNO III/1, 48,22f. Müller): Ɩư˃ ǰƥƣƪư˃ ƪƧƭƠvƣƵưƳ ƬơƮƩƴơƳ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ ƦƫƞƦưƴƫƳ. 
Translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 334.
55 Abl. (GNO III/1, 51,18–21 Müller): ǸƸƲƽƮƺƳ Ƭƣɚ ǰƦƫƣƴƵƞƵƺƳ ƧȜƳ ƵƧƭƧơƺƴƫƮ 
ǴƥƧƵƣƫ, ưȸƦƧvƫʗƳ ƱƣƲƣƵƞƴƧƺƳ ȀƮ Ƶʧ Ƶư˃ ƪƧơưƶ ƤưƶƭƠvƣƵưƳ ƬƫƮƠƴƧƫ ǰƱɜ Ƶư˃ ƱƣƵƲɜƳ 
Ʀƫɔ Ƶư˃ ƶȝư˃ ȀƱɚ Ƶɜ ƱƮƧ˃vƣ ƥƫƮưvƟƮƩƳ Ȏ ƮưưƶvƟƮƩƳ. Translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not 
+ree Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 335.
56 Abl. (GNO III/1, 52,1f. Müller): ƖʦƳ ƬƣƵɔ ƵɘƮ ȀƮƟƲƥƧƫƣƮ ȁƮƽƵƩƵưƳ ƬƺƭƶưƾƴƩƳ ƵɘƮ 
ƱƭƩƪƶƮƵƫƬɘƮ ǰƱƣƲơƪvƩƴƫƮ. Translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree Gods’. To Ablabius” 
(see note 48), 335.
57 Epiphanius, Panarion 76,11,6 (GCS 372, 353,16f. Holl/Dummer): Ɩơ ƬƺƭƾƧƫ Ƶɜ 
ƥƧƮƮƩƵɜƮ ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƮ ƥƧƥưƮƟƮƣƫ;
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in substance between the two, Gregory, preserving the unity of divine 
substance and operation, used the same distinction to show the dif-
ference between persons. Michel René Barnes correctly pointed out 
that, while Athanasius and his contemporaries used the doctrine of 
divine generation to prove that the Father and the Son have the same 
nature or essence, for Gregory the same doctrine served as a basis for 
distinguishing persons.58 It is easy to agree with Barnes that Gregory’s 
move represents the major development in Trinitarian theology from 
the time of early Arian controversy. 
However, the language “ingenerate—generated” needed some adap-
tation in order to be applicable to the new Trinitarian context, which 
respects the full divinity of the Holy Spirit. +erefore, Gregory intro-
duced a new language of causality by securing the invariable character 
of nature denying any distinction in it.59 Gregory makes the di*eren-
tiation between the persons on the basis of causality. +us, Gregory 
introduces double di*erentiation. +e -rst di*erentiation is in relation 
to the cause and to that which is caused. It is possible here to detect 
the in/uence of Gregory’s older brother Basil, especially at the level of 
language and reasoning. Firstly, the term “the invariable character of 
nature” (Ƶɜ ǰƱƣƲƞƭƭƣƬƵưƮ ƵʦƳ ƷƾƴƧƺƳ)60 is to be found in the Basilian 
vocabulary and it is a substitute for ȭvưưƾƴƫưƮ.61 Secondly, the identi-
-cation of the Father with the cause and source (ƣȜƵơƣ) is also made 
by Basil in order to establish the unity of God on the vưƮƣƲƸơƣ of the 
Father.62 However, it does not seem that Gregory follows his brother 
on this point. +e language “cause—caused” circumscribes a larger 
class of objects, than the language “ingenerated—generated” and 
thus Gregory subsumes under the term caused both the Son and the 
Holy Spirit and gives a broader Trinitarian perspective. On this point 
Gregory makes a new departure from the previous Nicene theology. 
He preserves the characteristic of the Father to be uncaused, but he 
transfers this attribute from the level of nature to the level of per-
son. As Barnes noticed, the unquali-ed use of “uncaused” no longer 
functions as the criterion for divinity.63 +e term “uncaused” applied 
58 Michel R. Barnes: “Divine Unity and the Divided Self,” Modern !eology 18 (2002), 
(475–496) 483.
59 Abl. (GNO III/1, 57,11f. Müller): ƪƧơƣ ƷƾƴƫƳ ǰƱƣƲƞƭƭƣƬƵƽƳ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ ǰƦƫƣơƲƧƵưƳ.
60 Abl. (GNO III/1, 55,24 Müller).
61 Basil of Caesarea, Homilia contra Sabellianos, et Arium, et Anomoeos 4 (PG 31, 
608A). 
62 Basil of Caesarea, Epistula 38,4 (CUFr, Lettres 1, 84,1–87,93 Courtonne). 
63 Barnes: “Divine Unity and the Divided Self” (see note 58), 484.
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to the Father does not refer just to his relationship with the Son, 
but also to the relationship with the Holy Spirit. While the language 
“ingenerate—generate”, describes the Father’s relationship to the Son, 
the language “uncaused—caused” enables to understand the personal 
distinction of the Father in relation to both the Son and the Holy Spirit. 
However, the term caused serves as an intermediary term because it 
is applicable to the class of two objects, namely the Son and the Holy 
Spirit, and it does not fully describe their personal characteristics of 
the caused persons. +erefore, Gregory proceeds further distinguish-
ing the Son from the Holy Spirit on the basis of their relations to the 
Father and also on the basis of the relations between the two of them. 
+us, for Gregory the Son is directly from the -rst cause, and the Holy 
Spirit is by that which is directly from the -rst cause, namely by the 
Son.64 Gregory’s claim taken out of the context of the argument can 
lead to the conclusion that there is subordination in the Holy Trinity. 
However, Gregory insists on something else here. His intention is to 
describe the personal characteristic of the Son by the attribute only 
begotten, which preserves the relationship with both the Father and 
the Holy Spirit. By being begotten, the Son relates to the Father who 
is unbegotten and the begetter of the Son. By the pre-x “only” added 
to begotten, the Son also relates to the Holy Spirit, telling us that the 
Holy Sprit is caused but not begotten. +us, the Son is the only one 
who is begotten by the cause and therefore is οnly begotten, while 
the Holy Spirit is also from the Father, but he is not begotten. Here 
Gregory emphasizes that the terms “cause” and “from the cause” have 
nothing to do with the divine nature, and like the terms “generate” or 
“ingenerate” refer to the personal attributes of the divine persons. +e 
distinction that Gregory makes between the nature and the persons of 
the Holy Trinity is based on the di*erentiation between the existence 
and the mode of existence or as Gregory puts it between Ƶơ ȀƴƵƫ and 
ƱːƳ ȀƴƵƫ.65 At the end of the work, Gregory concludes: “we can no 
longer be accused of confounding the de-nition of the Persons by the 
community of nature”.66 +e word “we” obviously refers to Gregory, 
his brother Basil and the entire οrthodox party, but the question from 
64 Abl. (GNO III/1, 56,5–10 Müller). Translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree 
Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 336.
65 Abl. (GNO III/1, 56,11–22 Müller).
66 Abl. (GNO III/1, 57,6f. Müller): ƒȸƬƟƵ’ ǲƮ ȀƮ Ƶˑ ƬưƫƮˑ ƵʦƳ ƷƾƴƧƺƳ ƵɜƮ ƵːƮ 
ȹƱưƴƵƞƴƧƺƮ ƭƽƥưƮ ƴƶƮƵƠƬƧƫƮ ƣȜƵƫƣƪƧơƩvƧƮ. Translation from Scha*: “On ‘Not +ree 
Gods’. To Ablabius” (see note 48), 336.
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which side the accusations originate still remains. It seems to me that 
the charge for confusing the de-nition of the Persons with the com-
munity of natures comes from the Anomeans, because it hides neo-
Arian logic. +erefore, the last of Gregory’s arguments can be seen as 
a reply to the Anomean charge that the elevation of the second to the 
status of the -rst or better said making the second equal with the -rst 
within the common essence introduces the change and time to God. 
Gregory replies to the Anomean charge with the same claim that 
the ǰƥƟƮƮƩƵưƳ is in everything equal to ƥƟƮƮƩvƣ. However, this is not 
an elevation in the divine essence and energies because there is no 
temporal or spatial ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ between the persons in divine essence 
that can be passed on the course of elevation. +e distinction between 
the divine persons does not have a temporal character, it is rather dif-
ferentiation concerning their personal properties.
+us, through the course of his argumentation, Gregory refutes all 
Anomean charges listed by Wickham, which accuse the Orthodox 
party of introducing change and temporal ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ to God. Gregory 
shows that God is and always remains ǰƦƫƣƴƵƞƵoƳ. 
5. Conclusion
It is evident that the work Ad Ablabium is written in a polemical tone. 
Gregory argues not only against the charges that Christians confess 
three Gods, but also against some Anomean accusations, which imply 
temporal distinction in the divine being. +erefore, Gregory’s develop-
ment of the doctrine of the “adiastemic” nature of God, shows that 
there is no separation or ƦƫƞƴƵƩvƣ in the divine essence and opera-
tions. Gregory applied the argumentation developed on the course of 
refuting Eunomius to the Trinitarian context of the work Ad Ablabium. 
I have tried to demonstrate that by focusing on the Anomean accusa-
tions that the Orthodox introduces time in divine being, Gregory not 
only rejects these charges, but also develops a new Trinitarian doctrine. 
+us, the newly developed theory presupposes two things, the “adiastemic” 
unity of the divine essence and energies, together with the “hypostatic” 
distinction between the persons. 
